45UAE4 Agenda

4th Exec Meeting of Fall 2013
7:30-8:30pm, Wednesday, October 16, 2013

Old & New Business
1. Update of SAC (Cory)
   What are the goals, who have you met with, what is the feedback, how are we doing on the timeline.
2. Update on VooDoo Ruling (Ani)
3. Finboard Bylaws Review (Ani & Cory)
   There is discontent from Council regarding the way Finboard is working (or at least how they perceive Finboard to be working). What are we finding are the (perceived) major faultlines, what are we proposing, how does Council get involved.
4. UA Newsletter (Billy)
   Discussion about content, the tone of the newsletter, who contributes to it, the timeline going forward. Print &/or digital?
5. Student life policy changes (Emad)

Past & Upcoming Events
1. 10/9 UA Council w/ Humphreys, Baker and Rankin
2. 10/11 DSL - UA Officers Meeting (Officers)
3. 10/16 Chancellor Grimson Meeting (Sid-Devin)
4. 10/18 UA - SAAC Tailgate (Nathan)
5. 10/23 UA Council w/ MIT Corporation Chairman John Reed
6. 10/24 Dean Colombo Meeting (Sid-Devin)
7. 10/25 PAC Meeting (Sidhanth)